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“Illumination and mood” (Kripke 2011) has been the
common theme of three recent contributions to the journal.
In August 2010, Dr. Hoaki and colleagues reported that,
among 56 healthy volunteers, higher illuminances during
the day and greater variability in sleep times predicted
hyperthermic temperament scores (Hoaki et al. 2011). With
regard to “light”, Dr. Kripke asked whether the converse
applied to the sample as well, namely that low illumination
and depression were linked (Kripke 2011). In October
2010, Terao and Hoaki concluded from additional analyses
“that light can ameliorate low mood in healthy people” and
closed with the suggestion that “further studies are required
to prospectively investigate whether light can prevent the
occurrence of depression in healthy people” (Terao and
Hoaki 2011).
Such–and more related–studies with regard to the critical
role of light for “hyperthermic temperament”, “hypomania
or mania” and “depression” to which Dr. Kripke points,
may benefit from recent results by Ciarleglio et al. (2011).
Indeed, brought together, the aforementioned publications
may form the basis for refined tests of two related
hypotheses, namely (i) the instability hypothesis of bipolar
disorder (Goodwin and Jamison 1990) and (ii) the latitude
hypothesis of an association between latitude and seasonal
affective disorders (SAD) (Potkin et al. 1986).
Here is why and how: Ciarleglio et al. (2011) reported that
perinatal light exposures imprint circadian clocks with
lasting effects on the alignment of clock rhythms to light
and on the circadian behaviour in animals. Remarkably,
when mice were raised under “winter light conditions”,a
key developmental consequence was an inappropriate
entrainment of their biological clocks and rhythms to
changing seasonal photoperiods later in life. In fact, mice
raised under ‘winter light conditions’ evinced a large
variability in the timing of their master clocks relative to
seasonal light/dark transitions. Interestingly, human SAD
sufferers exhibit enhanced circadian responses to seasonal
light cycles which are similar to the ones detected in the
short-day matured mice (Ciarleglio et al. 2011; Wehr et al.
2001). While these experimental findings must, clearly, be
replicated and substantiated beyond the observed weeks,
they could, equally clearly, open doors to better understand
facets of the postulated biologically plausible nexus of
‘light and mood’, in general, and of hypotheses (i) and (ii),
in particular.
Regarding hypothesis (i), the study results by Dr. Hoaki
and colleagues could now be followed up insofar as further
investigations should consider season and location of birth
of the study participants. Indeed, including the variables of
when and where study individuals were born may ulti-
mately explain why, among study individuals who share the
same exposures to light, some may show more pronounced
indications of hyperthymic temperament scores, or depres-
sion, or why some develop these conditions earlier and
others later. In addition, it seems reasonable to consider when
and where the study participants were born in studies which
contrast groups with assumed major differences in their
average illuminances as well. In such studies, the time of
year and location of an individual’s birth could be covariates
which might help to explain within-group variations of
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future studies.
Regardinghypothesis(ii),itcertainlyisworthfollowingup
whetherwhenandwhere(i.e.seasonandgeographiclocation)
people are born could make them susceptible to mood
disorders later in life. In human populations, compared with
the situation newborns face at lower latitudes, those born at
extreme latitudes, where the time window for “winter light
conditions” is larger and the light/darkness quotient smaller,
should experience stronger signals capable of imprinting
circadian clocks. As one result, at extreme latitudes, more
babies can be expected to be born during periods of extreme
light/dark ratios, i.e. winter seasons, than, for instance, at the
equator.Asafurtherresult,thosebornintheextremenorthern,
or southern, regions of the world shortly before or during
extended winter months could be expected to have increased
risks of developing neurobehavioral disorders, such as SAD,
later in life. Studies into the possible effects of light on
seasonalaffective disorders,utilizingextreme light/darkratios
in people inhabiting polar regions, have been suggested
earlier, for instance, in 2007 (Erren et al. 2007). But given
recent ambiguous results on the postulated causal link
between latitude and SAD (Brancaleoni et al. 2009; Kegel
et al. 2009), one should now be in a position to conduct
targeted experiments that support and direct epidemiological
studies into the aetiology of the disease. Importantly, future
observational studies could soon zero in on two questions.
First, are SAD rates in cohorts of individuals born in winter
months at extreme latitudes higher than in cohorts who are
born at other times of the year there and/or in locations closer
to the equator? Second, is the likelihood of having been born
in winter months and at extreme latitudes higher in cases
with SAD than in controls without the disease?
It is worth noting that epidemiologists, unaware of
biologically plausible mechanisms, often have to embark
on “black-box” or “stabs in the dark” epidemiology which
can render research ineffective. The interesting findings
reported in Psychopharmacology and Nature Neuroscience
since August 2010 may now provide the basis for “white-
box” epidemiology (Erren 2010), in which observational
studies into the two guiding hypotheses could be targeted
via the reported insights. Importantly, please note that,
beyond studies which may be planned now, in neuro-
behavioral disorder studies which are already completed,
there may be value to conduct additional analyses that
consider the time and place of birth as variables a
posteriori, i.e. today in the light of the recent study findings.
Overall, the results reported by both Hoaki et al. (2011)
and Terao and Hoaki (2011) and the findings reported by
Ciareglio et al. (2011) are compatible with the notion that
instable, rather than robust, circadian systems may make
humans susceptible to several “mood disorders”, including
bipolar and seasonal affective disorders. The hypotheses (i)
and (ii) are then integral parts of this scenario. Remarkably,
when and where people are born might be an indicator or
predictor of a critical vulnerability of the circadian system
which may predispose to the onset, and shape the course, of
adverse effects on mood.
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